FPU SF19.1

Ref No:
REQUEST FOR QUOTATION (RFQ)1

Submit before 11.00 hrs ( 12/Aug 2018)
Project Name: Supply IOM/MoMD (tunnel type) / to be delivered to Erbil warehouse which is located
on Gazna road.

Dear Sir/ Madam,
Please submit your best quotation for bellow tent description:
Description, including
settlement typology
appropriateness

Durability
(projected
life-span
in Iraqi
climate)

Weight
and
Dimensi
ons
packed

Footprint

-In and out-of-campfixed position only. Tent height is 210 cm,
the galvanised steel
frame is made from
3.81cm diameter
tubing

Up to 5
years
(manufact
urer
claim)

180kg,
comes
in
separate
package
s

420x600c
m

-Top cover contains 3
layers with the top
layer having an
extended mud flap
(extra 45cm)
- Flooring material is a
tarpaulin mat. (ground
layer)
-White top cover must
have extended mud
flap (extra 18”)

Winterisation
Options

QTY

Delivery
timeline

Unit
price in
USD

Top cover
contains 3
layers (white
PVC canvas/
water proof;
second layer is
a grey colour
insulation
material; the
third layer is a
canvas lining
white colour)

1000

Total
price In
USD

IOM/MoMD Tunnel Tent:

-All prices to be quoted must be valid at least for thirty (30) calendar days from the date of quotation.
-All offers that exceed the delivery date specified above will not be considered.
-IOM reserve the right to reject any offer or all offers as it sees suitable without the obligation of
providing the vendor with reason or explanation.
-Offers with missing information will not be considered.
-sample should delivered to Erbil warehouse with company logo no later than 12Aug 11 Am,
company will be disqualified if there’s no sample provided on the mentioned time frame
-Kindly send an advance copy of your duly signed quotation to (Erbil-Gulan street ,behind papacido
caffe ) ( tender box) .
-only winning supplier will be contacted,

Company Name:
Name of person prepared the offer:
Phone number of person prepared the offer:
Email address:

Date of offer:

Stamp of the company and signature:

